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tujhe meri kasam (english: swear on me) is a 2003 hindi romantic drama film starring the debutants riteish deshmukh &
genelia d'souza it was directed by k. jeena sirf merre liye (2002) full movie - kareena kapoor, tusshar kapoor - bollywood

romantic movies.q: translating a mysql statement into pdo this is not a duplicate question. i have a mysql query which will
return a list of id's i need to translate that to a pdo statement this is what i have so far $ids = mysql_query("select id from
mytable order by id desc"); while($row = mysql_fetch_assoc($ids)){ $ids[] = $row['id']; } foreach ($ids as $id) { $query =

"select * from anothertable where id = '$id'"; $result = mysql_query($query) or die(mysql_error()); while($row =
mysql_fetch_array($result)){ $row['anotherid'] = $row['id']; $row['anothername'] = $row['name']; } } i'm not really sure what
i'm doing here. a: forgive me if i'm a bit late to the party, but it seems that you are trying to implement the equivalent of the
following sql statement in a pdo statement: select * from anothertable where id = :id; so that statement has a value in the :id

placeholder. you can do this using pdostatement::bindvalue() to bind a value to the placeholder: $id = 42; $statement =
$dbh->prepare("select * from anothertable where id = :id"); $statement->bindvalue(":id", $id, pdo::param_int);

$statement->execute(); $results = $statement->fetchall(); the pdostatement::execute() method returns false if there is an
error, so you need to place this code in a try/catch block. q: how to escape a prefix in url? i have a prefix for my url's: i need to

escape the index.php part, but am unsure how. i thought it would be something like this: but of course it didn't work. a: you
don't want to escape the prefix (route/). you just want to escape the query string. to do this you can use the urldecode()

function to decode any characters that have been escaped. in your case, that's %20.
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